Girl Rewards

How Girl Rewards Work
Girl Scouts earn rewards based on all cookies she sells, including Cookie Share cookies, digital cookie sales and
booth sales. Before the sale begins, girls choose one item at each earning level that she would like as her reward.
After the sale, she'll earn the reward she chose at whatever selling level (number of boxes) she achieved. These
rewards are not cumulative. Check out the rewards flyer on pages 22 for more info.
Instant Rewards
This year all girls will receive their Participation Patch (24 boxes) and stress-relieving squishy bee (60 boxes) from
you as soon as they turn in money for those cookies sold. The patch and squishy bee will be available from your
PSL at the beginning of the sale. When your girls achieve that level, request the items from your PSL then celebrate
your cookie-selling Girl Scouts at the next troop meeting.
Earned Patches
Girls earn bee-themed patches depending on their involvement. Troop leaders will select these when placing the
girl rewards order in Smart Cookies at the end of the season. Girls earn patches with they:
y Send 15+ eCards through Smart Cookies.
y Participate in a Cookie Booth, and/or
y Participate in Cookie Share
Achievement Bars
Each girl will receive an achievement bar representing her highest level of boxes sold (in 100 box increments)
starting at 100+ boxes. Number bar patches will be calculated automatically.

How To Enter Rewards
Before You Create the Rewards Order
y Reward orders are due in Smart Cookies by April 26. Girl Scouts earn rewards based on their total number of
cookie boxes sold.
y Make sure all troop-to-girl transfers are done and that the sales total for each girl is correct BEFORE ordering
final rewards.
The automated reward feature will calculate the quantities for each girl.

Creating the Girl Rewards (Recognition) Order
y Click “Recognitions > Create Recognition Order” and select “Main” under the plan type drop down.
y Each girl will be listed with the total number of boxes she is getting credit for. Wherever there is a choice, click
on the button under the reward she chose.
y If a girl earned the Cookie Share Patch or Cookie Booth Patch the number “1” needs to be physically inserted in
the quantity box. The number bar patches will be sent automatically, you do not need to select them.
y You will enter the reward choice for any girl earning 1 Adventure Point (over 408 boxes). Girls who earned 2 or
more Adventure Points will be contacted directly by Badgerland regarding her reward choice. Please let those
families know to watch for the Adventure Point email between May 5-12 asking for their reward selection.
y After all rewards for all girls are selected, click “Save” at the bottom.

Creating the Troop Reward (Recognition) Order
y Click Recognitions > Create Recognition Order and select “Troop” under the plan type drop down. The system
will calculate the level your troop earned.
y Choose the theme the girls want to receive. Click "Save".
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